#70 Charleston Southern 7, Wofford College 0

**Singles competition**
1. MAKHOVA, Olga (CSU) def. Haley Baird (WOFW) 6-2, 6-0
2. SCHUTTE, Andrea (CSU) def. Guinn Garcia (WOFW) 6-0, 6-0
3. DZAKOVIC, Marija (CSU) def. Stephanie Cox (WOFW) 6-0, 6-1
4. PLETCHER, Brooke (CSU) def. Lucy Schermerhorn (WOFW) 6-2, 6-0
5. DAS, Susita (CSU) def. Lindsay Larkin (WOFW) 6-2, 6-1
6. GONZALEZ, Andrea (CSU) def. No player (WOFW), by forfeit

**Doubles competition**
1. SCHUTTE, Andrea/TORRES, Angie (CSU) def. Haley Baird/Guinn Garcia (WOFW) 8-7 (7-1)
2. MAKHOVA, Olga/DZAKOVIC, Marija (CSU) def. Stephanie Cox/Lindsay Larkin (WOFW) 8-4
3. DAS, Susita/PLETCHER, Brooke (CSU) def. No player/No player (WOFW), by forfeit

Match Notes:
Wofford College 1-17, 0-6 Southern
Charleston Southern 13-1, 5-0 Big South; National ranking #70